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quake Weapon by USA.
On Haiti & Chile
Chile:: Anti-Democrat Attacks with Earth
Earthq
Now is the era when he oppose God and rule the world with "deception & lawless".
Deception is

stealing,and lowless is aming for making war,both of which would

cause disorder with hates and wihtout will of co-live.Facing anormal era,the
world citizens should make solidarity against "deception and lawless".The key is
truth enabling unique blief for all of us.
[0]：The suprme problem of mankind whether taking co-living or not.
Mankind was born in Africa as a same kind of spiece,then someone abandoned own
native land and endeavored to seek other district to live for better enviroment.
The foward migration-itself of mankind might be little trouble.However reversemigration(origin of imperialism by upside down Satan in maze)could not help to
be troublesome crash between native inhabitant and invader.This is the origin of
condemned imperialism deneying co-living.This is the original sin of all mankind.
Henceforth,God having seen the extreme hell states(wars)of mankind sent mission
(prophetes) to persude way of their co-living and warn invading(＝religion).
The former is called also charity and the latter is called law.This may be the
common kernel doctorine in any religion.
[1]:Lawless NAZISiallized USA vs Latain America,Middle East,Aisia after the war :
⑴Eisenhower's serious prediction on the Lawless NAZISiallized USA(1961).
”We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless
in purpose, and insidious in method".
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
⑵The operation paper clipp(secret importing NAZIS person for CIA,...):
Bush Family the Skull & Bonse men concerned establishing NAZIS and after the
defeated war,many important NAZIS persons were secretly sent to USA for
establishing CIA(1947)and military.Now note that the most races in USA is not
Anglo-Saxon,but German who are told strong tie in MIC(military-industry
complex) in USA.Thier imperial is Rockfeller family monopolizing almost half
of wealth in USA.Then how to evade people's hostility against the ultra rich ?.
At first,they exploit colonial foreign nations by conspiracy and military way
in order to gain and distribute more wealth provided for domestic peoples,

who become in dilusion considering own-self higher class than any other nation
in the world.Certainly American intellectual know well on the decepting,
explointing and suppressing mechanism of which insidius political phychotechnology has hiddenly been endeavored to survey by CIA laboratories.Note
that elites of mass medida, university and institute reseacher are betrayers.
⑶People and nation are those should be exploited by dictator the supremacism.
The Skull & Bones ideolgy due to GWF.Hoegel evidently deney co-living,which
orients insidious facsism in domestic and lawless and cruel one in abroad.
As was revealed in the recent economy downturn in USA,they has been
endeavoring to gain the world surplus "money and goods" simuletaneously.
⑷Why is wealth gap larger in exploited nations ?!.
In order to gain more surplus money from abroad nation,it need larger income
gap in monopolizing wealth by few rich,only who could invest to USA.Then matte
of course,suppressed people would be frustrated in the political regime.
They tend to activate leftism of co-living with equality.Then USA needs
suppress mechanism in those nation(CIA-military).Operation condor by USA is
famous for suppressing conspiracy against Latain America.In Asia(Japan),they
employed dictatorshipp rightist regime without goverment change between
conservative and reformative in election.Note that each nation people's
hostility then would be against each nation's dictatorshipp goverment,but not
against the very origin of rich-himself in USA.Conclusion might become rather
discontineous inference,after all,reforming of world regime reliefing people
facing the outrageous crisises would be impossible without that of USA.Then
the key is truth enabling unique blief for all of American.
[2]:The plausible democratic history of Haiti and Chile the emergent crisis.
Now people in Haiti and Chile encountering outrageous disasters are extremely
sever in pain.Hereupon it's lamentable that the established mass media made
propaganda strengthenning on people's grabbing in the devasted areas.The fact
may be upside down,because they seems not enough emergent life support by
domestic and abroad aids. In political view point,both nation has plausible
democratic history.Haitian established the first independent republic nation by
African in Latain America(in 1804 by Jean-Jacques Dessalines),on the hand,
Chilean established the first socialism nation in democrat election in 1970

Latain America(Chile socialization revolution by the president Dr.Salvador
Allende Gossens).The revolution by free election made the faithful watch dog CIA
panic,because their anti-communism propaganda was based on communism established
only by violence.USA then endeavored to destroy the goverment regime by
perpetual dirty interference and conspriracy,but all in vain untill 1973.9/11 in
the year,general Augusto Pinochet made anti-revolution by military coup d'etat.
Since then outrageous amount of 1/10 Chilean are told to have refuged in abroad.
The evil of Augusto Pinochet was told in world wide various novel and movie,...
However actuall,effective evil is Rockfeller the mankind perishing imperial in
USA. The fame of Allende is still high in Chile and the world.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Jacques_Dessalines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salvador_Allende

[3]:The aim of Earth-quake weapon and the ciriminal in USA.
Author recoginize his inability to persuade scientifical varidity on earthquake
weapon(EQW)as its actuality.However he also consider scilence on such facts
writtem in this report would be harmful for world stability in long range future
view.Unless it,insidious and ruthless conquring by a nation would be realized in
future world.People will not follow leader without moral,so visible emploing of
first attaking by a-bomb may be impossible due to moral suicide of leading
nation, while invisible attacking might enable to make nothing manifest validity
against accusing.So an evil nation would take it frequently.Hereupon,author
shall mention those by circumstantial evidences from political view points.
⒜The circumstantial evidences oｎ secret attack against Japan by EARTHQUAKE WEAPON by USA.
http://www.777true.net/EARTH-QUAKE-WEAPON-by-USA.pdf
⒝Erthquake weapon attacking on Haiti.
http://www.777true.net/Letter-to-UNs.pdf
⒞Earthquake Forecasting by Observing Anormaly of Animal Behaviour.
http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-forcasting1.pdf
⒟Are any of these Earthquakes Being caused by Scalar Weapons?.
http://www.prahlad.org/pub/bearden/scalarvocanos.htm

⑴The Chile disaster

is also earthquake attacking.

Chile earthquake attacked 2010/2/27/3:34am by M8.8. About one hour before,
author sent e-mail to the vice president Joe Biden of DP in USA(Appendix1),
which warned world wide censoring in media and education by the war merchant.
Consequently world people not known truth could not evade global catastrophe.
Then see serious prediction in the Bible(Thessalonians in new testament)[5],
which awfully describe current anormal ideological state of the world.Note
the precedent email "Earthquake weapon attacking on Haiti" were delivered to
UN:2010/01/24,and to Organizing for America(DP):2010/01/22(Appendix2).
⑵He tried to make scilent on earthquake weapon by the Chile attacking.
As for Haiti outrageous disaster,many accuused USA for decisive doubt on
employing earthquake weapon.Author-himself is including them.Then he(the evil)
made the decision to attack somewhere for another attack to make them scilent.
His supreme aim seems to make the world non-sensitive in lawless order.
The recent typical cases are the 9/11 terror(note the coupd'etat in Chile is
also 9/11 in 1973)in NY and following illegal ivasions on Afganistan and Iraq.
In these ways,he evidently endeavor to become one for whom none could accuse.
It's also the 2nd 9/11(the anti-revolution) on Chile by USA.
⑵Who is he ?,everyone must survey the criminal in US actual commander.
Following is a recent comment on Haiti earthquake by Benjamin Fulford.
⒜Separate sources also report that Bill Clinton and most of the Bushes are not
expected to last long because of their vicious and cynical use of an Earthquake
weapon against Haiti.They thought they could use of extereme violence to prevent
the announcement of a new financial system but they thought wrong.In the past
these thugs on secrecy and terror but they have created so many enemies that
they have lost cloak of secrecy and they have lost control of most of the world'
military,spy agencies and secret soceieties.They may be able to hide out in
Texas and Arkansas for a while but they will never,ever be allowed to appeare in
public without taking extreme precautions.
http://benjaminfulford.typepad.com/benjaminfulford/2010/01/ 闇の世界では小沢の暗殺依頼が出回っている.html

⒝Chavez:US Weapon Test Caused Haiti Earthquake
Earthquake,January/21/2010 by Infowars Ireland
http://info-wars.org/2010/01/21/chavez-us-weapon-test-caused-haiti-earthquake/

⒞Earthquake caused the Americans in Haiti
Haiti;;The test new weapons;18.01.10 11:35.
http://www.nr2.ru/technology/265637.html
Moscow, January 18 (New Region, Vitaly Akimov) - An earthquake in Haiti - the
result of tests of the new U.S. weapons.According to the site prpk.info,reported
by the Prime Minister of Russia Vladimir Putin, the leaders of the Northern
Fleet.According to the site, the Northern Fleet followed the movements of the
U.S. Navy in the Caribbean Sea.Supposedly this is where the United States
intended to use weapons "using earthquake" for the destruction of Iran and the
overthrow of the current Islamic regime there.Haiti proved to be a victim of the
same test a new type of weapons.Weapon, causing an earthquake, according to the
site, using the development of the great scientist, a genius inventor Nikola
Tesla.In the early 20 th century, he demonstrated the results of their research
- be placed in a wall of the building a small priborchik, customize it, after
which the structure has come under increasing violence of the vibration, until
fracture.© 2010, The New Region - Moscow
⒟Tell for author-himself,in recent days,there would be possibilty breakdown his
fingers for typewriter.Those are Junichiroh-Koizumi gangsters deeply connecting
with Bush.It might be also informative service volunteer to author.Once he
wounded his memory by electrical shock gun in 1995 of Kobe big earthquake.
⒠The US war merchant is decisive,then who is their boss ?.
Bush and Koizumi connection as war merchant is not a recent one,but is since
previous ear of the war the 2nd. Their charcter is entirely hostility against
truth and love(deception,threatening with hatered).Why they could be so ?.
A high status hereditary's worry is their decline.So essence of their bussines
become entirely respond to all the affairs making them nervous.-SatanizationThey have many enemies in bussiness and politics.Thus they become criminal with
{deception and threatening by visible and invisible violence}.Note that those
are anit-truth and lawless.This is the kernel of Satan. {...} is just the
function of the cia-media-military-industry complex=the war(death) merchant.
The few monopolic rich are to unite with conspiracy against their enemy(people).
⒡After all,military men are mere officers with standarlized salaly.How much do
they want to make a dangerous war ?.However they may be connected with the
military industry(the death merchant whose ideolgy is that nation and people are

being exploited by elite the supremacsism and perpetual war by framing up enemy)
gained the outstanding budget 708b$(2011) in the world.A problem in USA seems
one how much who has money.In this strongest view point,Rockfeller with FRC is
the worst evil being for not only America,but also the world.The principle of
capitalism engine is that money can gain more money(investment in economic
growth and decline).It's a positive feedbak system yielding monopolic saturation
status such as he.Then champion's unique worry affair is own decline.One who
encouter his status decline tends to become "Satan" who do anything possible to
conserve his status.This is the essential reason causing a hell(deneying coliving with others)in the world.

⒢The list of leader in USA war ministry.
*Secretary of defence:Robert M.Gate<Bush administration,CIA>.
*Deputy of secretary of defence:William J.Lynn,Ⅲ<Raytheon>.
*Joint Cheifes of staff Chairman,Admiral Michael Mullen<navy> ,
*Vice Chairman,Joint Cheife of Staff:General James E.Cartwright<navy>
*Director of Central Intelligence Agency:Leon.Edward.Panetta<lawyer>
*United States Special Operations COMmand＝USSOCOM：？？？
*United States Secretary of the Navy:Ray Mabus<non-military>.
*Chief of Staff of the U.S.Navy:ADM.William D.Benson.
*Secretary of the Army:The Honorable John McHugh.
*Chief of Staff of the U.S.Army:General George W.Casey,Jr
*Under Secretary of the U.S.Army:Dr Joseph Westphal.
*Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S.Army:General Peter W.Chiarelli.
*Sergent Major of the U.S.Army:SMA Kenneth O.Preston.

⒣You could win ,because 98％ American hate

to kill others.

A mitlitary men who knew reality of battle fields will not want to make war.This
was taught by someone,which made author deep impression.Once again it revealed
to be true.Japanese site cited summary on following book.
*Dave Grossman,On Killing:The phychological Cost of Learning to Kill in War and
Society(Boston:Little,Brown,1996).

[4]:Upside down world overwhelmingly decieved by unconsious & consious evils.
⑴Upside down world<A mundane world is upside down...Heart Sutra>:
Once they had known possibility of abrupt Climate Change Catastrophe(CCC) and
the Prophecy Reality in Religion(PPR) concenend with the final judgment in the
Bible,they could not help drastically change their view on the current exess
technicalized

civilization(upside

down

world).PPR

can

be

verified

in

its

reasonable mechanism by quantum physics on vaccume field and by allmighty
theorem in contradiction in logic.That is,the other world is allmighty one !!.
Allmighty belongs to out of oridinal,causalitical,scientifical law world.
A prophet is person paranormal who can communicate with the allmighty world one.
*CCC:current global temprature trend would cause abrupt methan catastrophe in
Arctic.Great extincition by methane actually had occured twice in the past.
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt
http://www.777true.net/Quicklesson-MC-catastrophe.pdf
*PPR:material world is non-contradictional where possible event be unique,while
quantum vaccume world is contradictional,where anything can become possible.
Communication is possible by charge density wave caused by neuron cells.
It's ordinal that twin could communicate with each other in uncounsious.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
Since a civilzation causing own perishing could not be logical by anyhow.
Fundamental mission of life is eintirely surviving in all the history.It's also
definition itself of life.However as for modern mankind,they have entirely been
pursueing individual lust in local,but not co-operative spirit stability in
global.The former is called materialism,and the latter is religion(ideology).

The former is competitive capitalism with mass material consumerism eating and
poluting up own fundamental life resources.It also can be called inadaptability
caused by own excess adabtability. Henceforce,author became to view modern tower
buildings as giantic tomb stones.Crowded car streets are invisible poison gas
rooms

causing

tremendous

lung

cancers.Thus

urban

mankind

live

life

in

overwhelming deceptions(superfical dressing up culture as vanity competition
manipulated by capitalism)is to cause own extinction. In the very origin,mankind
do work for eat,rest and sleep(saving foods and home with some energy=ME=minimum
economy system).Once capitalism begun,they do work for non-ME,which could not
help to be something unnecessary surplus.They essentially and entirely work for
vanity competition causing own extinction at last. Ridiculous at all !!!.

⑵Even though they had known truth, they could not stop.
<mankind as belongers to the capitalism,then how to turn the belonging ?>>.
<<
Most of people belong to captitalism regime to gain income for their life.Then
they could not deney the regime emitting outrageous amount of carbon causing own
extinction.The regime has been endeavoring so called economic growth(with that
of carbon emitting),only by which capitalism(investment) could work well.
Hereupon the global great recession since 2008 might can be a relige,if we could
turn our belonging to the regime. Above all,ideology of people's equality is
absolutely necessary.Author could find simuletaneous resonance shouting in
facing "the global crisis" among all of black,white,and yellow races.
http://www.777true.net/FINALJUDGE.pdf
Yes,we are the world and none could establish a perfection without tremendous
contributions and supports of all of the others in all of their history.
An imperfection means being of error or failure which could cause troubles.
To tell from the very and very beggining,we were created from a voulmeless spot
in time and space by God(The Allmighty Being).
⒜any nation people should be provided a constant minimum income to live:
In a family,they work and once gather their total income and then each member is
given necessary amount for payment.This may be fundamental behaviour of a family.
-The fundametal principle for co-living in a familyHence,nation people should become a member of the great family
nation home.
⒝Hence,nation
family＝nation
Then applying the principle to co-living as a family mentioned in ⒜ could
enable living of any nation people. It's a redistribution of bare incomes.
⒞Certainly then minor riches would refuse it,but major poor would support.
It's just a Democratization against Satanization of high status class.
⒟And if any man obey not our word by this epistle, note that man, and have no
company with him,that he may be ashamed(The Bible Thessalonians II. 2:14 ).
⒠You could win by recognizing a truth which could make unite of all people.
To tell from the very beggining,a truth is an universal common recognition for
everyone due to its definition(logic).If it were a truth,it's not author's
opinion at all.However to say so,this report could not be perfect for a while.

[5]:A marvelous prediction in the Bible(Thessalonians).
Proclaming himself to be the man of lawlessness,and the son of perdition;
who oppose and exalts himself above all that is called God or is worshiped,
he goes to sit on the temple of God,proclaming himsefl God.
The coming of the lawless one will,by the power of Satan,with all kind of
miracls,signs and lying wonders,and all with deception of wickenedness for those
who perish because they recieved not the love of truth and be saved.
Therefore God sends them there strong delusion,that they should belive a lie,
so that all those who believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness
will be condemned.(2 Thessalonians 2/1-12)
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblecom/2thessal.htm
[6]:Let's listen predictions in their music.
⑴Jumping Jack Flash by the Rolling Stones(1969).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfcisnVHtA0
⑵Save the children in album what going on by Marvin Gaye(1971).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1tN0ZKnRgs
⑶Toward flame(Vers la Flamme) by Scriabin(1914).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw
[7]:Save the people in Haiti and in Chile.
At first,international attention should be oriented to relief the peoples in the
crisises.The 2nd must be toward the war criminal and compensation accusing
against USA.A crisis must be turned to a chance.The outrageous sacrifices and
crisises must be turned into global and historical regime change.It's our
decisive duty now and after.

Appendix1:
27th Feb 2010.
Dear Vice President Joe Biden.
Let's must overwhelm in turnning recoginition on facts in lowless USA and Japan.
USA is extremely singular nation in both aspects of pardise and hell.The latter
has been causing from elite's stubborn supremacism rejecting people's co-living
(the war merchant).However establishing Obama the first Afro-American president
is a remarkable challenging of aiming for people's co-living by American who
became against the war merchant.In a year late,also Japan established reforming
goverment(JDP) by defeating the long term dictatorshipp regime of LDP backed up
by the war merchant since end of the war.However it's not yet a complete one,but
one with the stubborn conservative and lawless regime connecting with CIA & US
military conspiracy activity in our behind in Japan.Since our nation had been a
secret political police one suppressing reforming groupe by various conspiracies
including many lowless crimes. Telling it for USA,the outrageous Bush goverment
criminal(the worst one is 9/11 own playing terror and illegal Afganistan and
Iraq invasional wars)also has been nothing effective accusing.By anyhow,in order
to accomplish those,it's necessary for overwhelming people 's turnning in
recognition on truth.Then do who operate fact information on those ?.Truth for
people is due to Science education and Journalism report.Both of those have yet
been

manipulated

by

world

wide

the

merchant.The

consequence

would

cause

catastrophic of the world.Please see the serious prediction(pink coloured part)
in following site with Google translator.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/edito_prophetique_1.html
The details of serious concerned truth could be seen in websites.
http://www.777true.net/
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
Then Obama goverment could become whether one failing to save the world,or one
recovering truth and saving the world.There still would be hope for the time
being.

Appendix2:
After the Haiti,USA attacked M8.8 Earth Quake-Weapn on Chile at when I send you
previous e-mail.You must make public hearing on the extremly few person in USA !.
Once I wrote a letter warning on the earth-quake weapon on Haiti to the
Organization for America. Then I must once again write to you.At first,you must
make public hearing(toward the world opinion) on the killer person in US war
ministry in order to reveal earth-quake weapon . Toyota? is entirely trivial !.
I don't know well about the war ministry organization,however one of them tell
as follows in his website.Now I must ask you what is "if they are not" ?.
http://www.army.mil/leaders/sa/index.html
"We are an Army that is grounded on disciplined and established standards.
Leaders at every level are responsible for ensuring that our policies and
regulations are followed and that appropriate action is taken if they are not.

– The Honorable John McHugh On Ft Hood Accountability Review, Jan 21-"
<<The list of leader in USA war ministry>>.
*Secretary of defence:Robert M.Gate<Bush administration,CIA>.
*Deputy of secretary of defence:William J.Lynn,Ⅲ<Raytheon>.
*Joint Cheifes of staff Chairman,Admiral Michael Mullen<navy> ,
*Vice Chairman,Joint Cheife of Staff:General James E.Cartwright<navy>
*Director of Central Intelligence Agency:Leon.Edward.Panetta<lawyer>
*United States Special Operations COMmand＝USSOCOM：？？？
*United States Secretary of the Navy:Ray Mabus<non-military>.
*Chief of Staff of the U.S.Navy:ADM.William D.Benson.
*Secretary of the Army:The Honorable John McHugh.
*Chief of Staff of the U.S.Army:General George W.Casey,Jr
*Under Secretary of the U.S.Army:Dr Joseph Westphal.
*Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S.Army:General Peter W.Chiarelli.
*Sergent Major of the U.S.Army:SMA Kenneth O.Preston.
.....................You could win ,because 98％ American hate to kill others.
*Dave Grossman,On Killing:The psychological Cost of Learning to Kill in War and
Society(Boston:Little,Brown,1996).

